
SCHEME

WARM UP/ INTRODUCTION /ACTIVATION
U13-U18

DESCRIPTION

“RONDOS” 4 x 1 

(x Passes)

STYLE OF PLAY RELATIONS’ 

REPRESENTATIVENESS

Introduction: Ball possession /keeping de ball

(relations of system’s sub-structures)

Size: 6 v 6 yards area (vary size according to needs and age)

Set up /rules

Outside players try to get 7 consecutive passes. Inside player tries
to touch the ball (ball must pass through inside of the square)

If outside players reach 7 passes inside player stays one more
time

Variations

i) No limitation of touches for outsider players

ii) 2 touches

iii) 2 touches and the ball can not “die” (stop)

iv) 1 touch

v) Inside player can go out of the square

Remark: variations will depend on coaching objectives



SCHEME DESCRIPTION

“RONDOS” 4 X 2 

(outplaying opponents pass far connection)

STYLE OF PLAY RELATIONS’ 

REPRESENTATIVENESS

Remark: variations will depend on coaching objectives

WARM UP/ INTRODUCTION /ACTIVATION
U13-U18

Introduction: Ball possession /outplaying opponents and conquer
space through far outplaying pass, playing outside to open inside
channels, system’s sub-structure and far intersectorial relations

Size: 7 v 7 yard area (vary size according to needs and age)

Set up /rules

Outside players try to find a way to find a way to make a pass
from one side to the opposite side without the defenders touch
the ball. Inside players try to touch the ball

Ball must pass through inside of the square

If there’s a long connecting pass inside players stay one more
time.

Variations

i) Combine with number of passes scoring (“invite”
defenders to spread)

ii) Inside players can go out of the square



SCHEME DESCRIPTION

“RONDOS” 6 X 2 + Pivot

STYLE OF PLAY RELATIONS’ 

REPRESENTATIVENESS

Remark: variations will depend on coaching objectives

WARM UP/ INTRODUCTION /ACTIVATION
U13-U18

Introduction: Ball possession /outplaying opponents and conquer
space through far outplaying pass and inside/outside connecting,
play, system’s sub-structures and far intersectorial relations

Size: 8 v 8 yard area (vary size according to needs and age)

Set up /rules

Outside players try to find a way to find a way to make a number of
10 consecutive passes using also the pivot (neutral player). Defender
players try to touch the ball (if they touch recount)

Ball must pass through inside of the square

If defenders get 10 consecutive passes, attackers get 1 point.

Variations

i) No limitation of touches for players in possession

ii) 2 touches and the ball can not “die” (stop)

iii) 1 touch



SCHEME DESCRIPTION

“RONDOS” 6 X 2 + Pivot

STYLE OF PLAY RELATIONS’ 

REPRESENTATIVENESS

Remark: variations will depend on coaching objectives

WARM UP/ INTRODUCTION /ACTIVATION
U13-U18

Introduction: Ball possession /outplaying opponents and conquer
space through far outplaying pass and inside/outside connecting,
playing, system’s sub-structures and far intersectorial relations

Size: 10 v 8 yard area (vary size according to needs and age)

Set up /rules

Outside players try to find a way to find a way to make a number of
10 consecutive passes using also the pivot (neutral player). Defender
players try to touch the ball (if they touch recount)

Ball must pass through inside of the square

If defenders get 10 consecutive passes, attackers get 1 point.

Variations

i) No limitation of touches for players in possession

ii) 2 touches and the ball can not “die” (stop)

iii) 1 touch


